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Abstract
The author of this paper is a member of a rock cover
band performing weekly rehearsals on the internet
over a period of three years. During that time a
lot of practical experience with real time jamming
was gained. In this paper the author shares these
experiences and gives an overview of the Jamulus
software which was used to jam online discussing
the most important facts for a successful setup.
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Introduction

Since the quality and speed of internet connections have improved tremendously in the past
years, performing distant online jamming in real
time is possible now. There are near real time
solutions like Ninjam [Incorporated, 2015] available with a synchronization mechanism based
on musical form. It provides a way for musicians
to improvise together but real songs cannot
be played with this system. Jamulus [Fischer,
2015] is a similar software like LDAS [Saebø and
Svensson, 2006], Soundjack [Carot et al., 2006]
or eJamming [Blythe and Sewell, 2011] for actual real time networked music performance. It
enables musicians to rehearse songs like they
would if they were in the same room together.
Online jamming has many advantages, e.g.
musicians get the possibility to jam with others residing too far away, where they would not
have a chance to practice in a traditional way.
Another advantage is that no rehearsal room
must be rented and no instruments need to be
transported. The virtual rehearsal room is basically moved to the home.
In this paper the long time experience with
online jamming is presented. In the first part of
the paper the Jamulus software is introduced.
In the second part the online band experience
is shared.
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The Jamulus Software

The Jamulus software enables musicians to perform real-time jam sessions on the internet us-

Figure 1: Jamulus software on a typical jam
session
ing narrow band networks like a Digital Subscriber Line (DSL) or a Cable Modem (CM).
There is one server running the Jamulus server
software which collects the audio data from each
Jamulus client, mixes the audio data and sends
the mix back to each client. Jamulus is Open
Source software (GPL, GNU General Public License) hosted at SourceForge and runs under
Linux, Windows and MacOS. It is based on the
Qt framework and uses the OPUS audio codec
[Valin et al., 2012]. A screen shot of Jamulus is
shown in Figure 1.
The initial release on SourceForge was in 2006
were Linux was the only supported operating
system using a native ALSA audio interface and
a simple ADPCM audio coding. In the most recent version, Jamulus is a multi-platform, easy
to use software utilizing the JACK audio interface and a high quality audio coding library.
Private jam servers can be registered at the central server so that they show up in a list on the
Jamulus client server menu.
The simplified core structure of Jamulus is
shown in Figure 2 and starts with a callback
based audio interface which captures audio sample blocks. These blocks are compressed with

Figure 2: Simplified Jamulus block diagram
the OPUS low-latency audio codec and transmitted through the internet using the connectionless User Datagram Protocol (UDP). At the
server a set of jitter buffers collect the asynchronous network packets from all connected
clients. In the server processing loop, the data
packets from each client are taken from the jitter buffer, decompressed and mixed together.
This mix is again compressed with OPUS and
transmited to all connected clients with UDP
packets. Back at the client, the received server
packets are stored in a jitter buffer. On the
next audio interface callback, a network packet
is taken from the jitter buffer, decompressed
and sent to the sound card for output.
Jamulus follows the keep it simple principle.
There are some papers about optimizing the
network queue by inserting a counter in each
network packet so that the stream can be reassembled correctly at the receiver (e.g. [Saebø
and Svensson, 2006]). Other papers suggest to
resample the audio stream to compensate for
the different sample rates in the sound cards
to avoid buffer overflows due to timing drifts
(e.g. [Carot et al., 2009]). None of this is supported in Jamulus since these mechanisms target highly reliable high bandwidth networks and
result in a nearly dropout-free audio stream.
The experience with the Jamulus software using UDP packet transmission over the internet
is very different. Frequent audio dropouts are
very likely so that the optimizations of these
methods would probably make no noticable difference. If the network is in trouble, it usually
does not make sense to try to reassemble the

packets in the correct order since their delay is
already so large that a buffer overrun will occur.
The next sections give more information
about the decision for implementing a clientserver system and discuss typical issues using
Jamulus.
2.1

Client-Server System

The concept of distributed music performance
can be implemented in software by using a
multi-point connection (i.e. each client connects
to all other clients) or as a client-server system.
Theoretically the multi-point connection gives
lower latencies because only one jitter buffer is
required and the direct network path between
two connecting clients is usually shorter than
routing through a server. But the drawback
is that some smart synchronization algorithms
must be used for compensating for the different
path delays. Also, the network load is high at
each client which results in a limited number of
clients which can be connected at one time depending on the available internet stream rate.
In Jamulus, a client-server system is implemented because no special synchronization is
required. All streams are mixed at the server
and each client receives the same mix. This is
a very simple concept. The drawback is that a
server must be located close to all the musicians
jaming together. To solve this problem Jamulus implements a procedure so that every client
can start their own server which is then registered on the list of available servers. The central
server manages a server list which is distributed
to each client. The list is sorted by the ping

time to the server so that it is easy to select one
near to the client. At present usually about ten
servers are registered which are spread all over
the world. The central server is a medium range
virtual server which proved to be very reliable
and stable even with eight or more connected
clients.

plementation on the Raspberry PI [Meier et al.,
2014].
But even the software solution on a PC works
astonishingly well as will be shown in the next
section.
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2.2

Online Band

Typical Issues Using the Software

For the concept of online jamming with various
different musicians it is indispensable that the
servers are crowded. Therefore Jamulus must
be intended for end users and it has to be user
friendly. With a straightforward GUI design
and an auto detection of the jitter buffer size,
Jamulus tries hard to get to this goal. Unfortunately for the software to work correctly, a lot
of other things have to be setup correctly. It
starts with the analog audio setup, i.e. an instrument and/or a microphone has to be mixed
and connected to the sound card of the PC. The
PC hardware must be prepared for real time
processing, i.e. no CPU or network demanding software may be run in parallel to Jamulus
and things like energy saving techniques of laptop processors have to be turned off. Correct
audio drivers must be installed and the parameters like the buffer period size must be set to
a small value to get the lowest latency possible.
The internet connection must provide not less
than the minimum required bandwidth and, at
least equally important, must have a low ping
time to the server. If even one of these requirements are not fulfilled, the performance is bad
or Jamulus does not work at all.
One typical beginner problem is that the
users do not suppress the direct sound of their
instrument (e.g. they use a loud guitar amplifier). To play synchronized with the others, one
must only listen to the audio mix coming back
from the server. All local direct monitor sounds
must be muted which is challenging for acoustic
instruments like a drum set. One possibility is
to wear ear plugs and increase the volume of the
headphones.
The reality is that these requirements are so
stringent that the Jamulus servers are empty
most of the time. Even worse, some users just
try out the software and get a bad performance
because of an incorrect setup. With a bad
first impression they convince others that online jamming in real time would not work. One
way to overcome this problem is to provide the
hardware together with the software like an im-

For about three years the author of this paper is a member of a rock cover band performing weekly rehearsals with Jamulus. The band
has four musicians. Insturments are drums,
two electric guitars, a bass guitar and vocals.
Except for two brothers, the members did not
know each other before they met by chance on
a Jamulus server, which may be the best way to
find people who accept the novel rehearsal conditions and commit to the band for a longer period of time, since it has become apparent that
it is really hard to find new musicians. Sometimes you meet people on the servers randomly
but usually most of them are just doing a quick
test and are not willing to spend a lot of time
with Jamulus. Posting a query for a new band
member in a public forum for musicians was not
successful. People may try it out for a short
while but soon discover that the new way of
jamming is not what they want.
Jamulus is a totally new way of realizing a
band. The traditional way is to find musicians
living close to each other, to select/write songs,
to rehearse a while and then go to a stage and
make a public performance. A gig is the ultimate motivation for all the rehearsals. But as a
virtual band using Jamulus it is tough to have
a real gig since the musicians are usually living
far from each other. In the case of the author’s
band the average distance is about 300km. In
the three years of existence it was not yet possible to organize a real gig. So the journey (rehearsal) is the reward, not the gig. We have not
found many others that are willing to accept
this.
One of the advantages of online jamming is
the flexibility of the location. Traditional bands
have their rehearsal room where they meet and
practice. If one player is traveling or visiting
friends or family members far away, he cannot attend. This is different with Jamulus. If
at that place a sufficient internet connection is
available, the player can participate from that
location assuming he has taken his instrument
with him.

3.1

Online Experience and the Issue
With the Latency and Audio
Dropouts

There are a lot of people arguing that online
jamming does not work because the overall delay is too high. They claim that latencies above
10 ms are not acceptable. In Jamulus typical
overall delays are in the range of 30 to 70 ms.
It is also typical that audio dropouts occur frequently (usually every 2 to 10 seconds per audible pop/interrupt sound).
It has been our experience that, if the audio
dropouts are not occurring too often, they are
not perceived if the band members concentrate
on their playing. If one focuses on the dropouts
(and this is what people usually do when they
try out the software) it feels annoying.
The influence of the delay is kind of subtle.
The lower the latency, the better the jam works
out. Considering the drummer, a usual effect is
that fast fills do not work anymore with a high
delay. The timing of the strokes is not as exact
as it is without the delay. To a certain extent it
is possible to get used to the delay after a long
time so that some fills will work fine even with
some audio delay. But other fast fills will never
work, so one solution is to either omit the song
which requires that fast fill or replace the fast
fill by a slower one.
It has to been mentioned that in some rare
cases the rehearsal must be cancelled because
the connection at that moment is too bad and
there is no way to fix the problem. E.g., if an important soccer game of the national team is happening at the same time, a lot of people stream
the event over the internet and the ping times
can go up. But this can be compared to a traditional band rehearsal where e.g. the car of the
main singer is broken and because of this the
rehearsal must be cancelled.
A major issue for the stability of the connection are other devices sharing the same internet
connection, especially if Jamulus is used over a
wireless computer network (WLAN). Nowadays
almost everybody has multiple devices like laptops, tablet computers and smart phones which
access the internet frequently. E.g., if the online
rehearsal is ongoing but other family members
want to watch online videos at the same time,
this does not work except for internet connections providing a large bandwidth. So usually
before the rehearsal starts all people using the
local network are advised to reduce internet usage. Since some devices load updates from the

internet at random times, it is wise to just turn
them off during the rehearsal. Even the PC
on which Jamulus runs should be monitored for
update processes or an anti virus software scan.
Another strange effect has to be mentioned.
This is the ping time to the servers. The ping
time seems to depend on a lot of factors like how
the network packets are routed (a route may
change due to changes in the core internet network) or if the hardware of the home internet
modem has a problem. A band member may
have low ping times to the main server but suddenly the ping times change to a higher value
without having changed anything on the local
hardware or settings. So one is at the internet
providers mercy when it comes to the ping time.
Concluding fact is that the better the connection quality, the more fun it is making music
using Jamulus.
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Conclusions

The Jamulus software enabling real time jamming on the internet was introduced. It is a
free open source tool which was developed over
many years. The main focus is on band rehearsals and online jamming using narrow band
networks which are available at most homes. A
band where the musicians are distributed all
over Germany has used the software for years
and has proven that online jamming in real time
is a usable alternative to traditional rehearsals.
The setup it not trivial but as soon as the initial
hurdle is overcome, the fun begins.
The download statistics and the number of
private servers which are created by the users
show that there is an actual interest of the community in this new technology. Unfortunately
the servers are empty most of the time. It is
time to spread the information that online jamming works and is a lot of fun, so that the
servers are crowded and a lot of interesting and
enjoyable jams are happening.
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